This paper reports on the findings from the second of four sessions of a workshop entitled
Sedentary Behavior: Identifying Research Priorities workshop organized by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, and the National Institute of Aging of the National Institute of Health.
The second session entitled "Physiology of Sedentary Behavior and its Relationship to Health
Outcomes" was led by a group of investigators with expertise in physiology and human relevant health outcomes. The group discussed the current state of scientific knowledge regarding the relations between sedentary behavior, physiology, and health outcomes culminating in a list of recommendations for future sedentary physiology research.
A large body of scientific evidence indicates that higher levels of physical activity and/or regular exercise provide benefit for a variety of health outcomes measures.
Indeed, aerobic capacity, or cardiorespiratory fitness is a primary predictor of early mortality and disease risk (4, 19) . Although mechanisms are not completely known, it is clear that regular physical exercise and greater cardiorespiratory fitness are related to better health at the molecular, cellular, and systems levels. Also, an increasing body of epidemiological evidence suggests that sedentary behavior (loosely defined as sitting, television viewing, couch time) is associated with increased risk for at least 35 chronic diseases/clinical conditions (8) and increased mortality rates (40).
Epidemiological reports also suggest that regular defined bouts of exercise may not protect against early mortality in certain populations if excessive sedentary behavior occurs over time.
Following this logic, we might speculate that the continuously sitting office worker who performs endurance training on a daily basis may still be at increased risk, despite meeting governmental guidelines for weekly physical activity levels. To be clear, the epidemiological data upon which such declarations are based are fraught with potential problems including the Telomeres undergo erosion as a consequence of cell division, oxidative stress, and inflammation -serving as a potential indicator of cellular aging (1). Telomere shortening may play a role in the disease development of many aging-associated diseases (10) . Regular achievement of physical activity thresholds have been associated with reduced oxidative stress and inflammation (25) and several large population based studies have reported a positive association between the amount of physical activity and telomere length (13, 32) . This suggests that sedentary behavior might contribute to telomere shortening. In a study of 7,813 women, those who exercised a moderate or high amount (at least 9 MET-hours/week) showed a 0.07 standard deviation increase in leukocyte telomere length, which corresponded on average to 4.4 years of aging (13) . For sedentary behavior, however, time spent sitting was not associated with telomere length. Because sitting was self-reported in this study, measurement error may have led to attenuated associations and accounted for these null findings. However, it could also be possible that a threshold of daily physical activity or regular exercise is needed to inhibit telomere shortening. This is the only study to date to examine the role of sedentary behavior in telomeres and thus this hypothesis Further, maintaining aerobic capacity throughout the lifespan is associated with reduced early mortality and disease risk and maintenance of aerobic capacity would be dependent on avoiding a totally sedentary lifestyle (7, 8) . New data provide evidence that periods of relative energy deprivation followed by repletion, or energy cycling, are more advantageous for stem cell function than constant periods of excess caloric availability or deprivation (fasting or caloric restriction) (9, 34). Thus, avoiding chronic sedentary behavior and subsequently increasing physical activity may provide advantages of improved stem cell health, repair and immune surveillance in addition to overall improved caloric balance. Evolutionary reasoning suggests that our genes and metabolic pathways evolved and were selected during conditions in which avoidance of chronic sedentary behavior and obtainment of high daily activity (energy cycling)
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would have been required for survival (6) . Thus, our genes and metabolic pathways would be optimized under said conditions. Together these concepts led the group to question if maintaining a normal body weight through pairing sedentary behavior with caloric restriction versus maintaining body weight through avoiding sedentary behavior and thus having higher "energy cycling" provides the best metabolic, cardiovascular, and overall health outcomes.
Copyright © 2014 by the American College of Sports Medicine. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. been suggested by previous studies (14) . Therefore, we concluded that studies by basic scientists are needed to determine the molecular and physiological mechanisms underlying central and peripheral control of physical activity and how are these impacted by energy balance.
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A C C E P T E D
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SEDENTARY PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH
Recommendation 4: Studies of sedentary behavior, including that of sitting time only, should focus on the physiological impact of a "lack of human movement" in contradistinction to the effects of physical movement.
Rationale:
As it currently stands, researchers have concluded that sedentary behavior is distinct or independent from time spent in light, moderate, or vigorous intensity physical activity (28) .
For example, recent evidence shows that there is no difference in daily sitting time between women who achieve sufficient (>30 min/day) or insufficient (<30 min/day) levels of moderate vigorous physical activity (11). It is not clear how the spectrum of movement from sleep through bed rest, sitting, standing, low level physical activity to moderate and vigorous physical activity differ physiologically. Defining a behavior based upon a strict semantic definition of "sedentary behavior", without understanding the continuum of physiology underlying human physical activity may be problematic. For example, is the "lack of movement" the converse of physical activity with respect to physiologic effects on health and the development of chronic diseases?
We posit that physiological studies should include groups that may not only be "sedentary" by any strict definition, but also individuals who do not meet U.S. governmental physical activity recommendations. Thus, sedentary behavior should not be studied in isolation but rather in addition to the effects of low, moderate, and vigorous physical activity. This is important for the overall field, as most adults in the US and in other developed countries have limited daily physical activity, including a lack of programmed exercise (only ~3% achieve guidelines), low daily living physical activity (39), and high volumes of sitting time (28) in combination. It will be challenging but important to attempt to separate the physiological impact of increased sitting time from those of standing while performing light activity. We propose that future A C C E P T E D physiological research endeavors recognize that both sedentary behavior and physical inactivity play a role in disease development.
Recommendation 5:
Appropriate models or strategies are needed in both animal models and human subjects to study the links between sedentary behavior and the development of disease.
Rationale 7:
One of the major challenges in studying the links between sedentary behavior and disease is the time course at which pathologies occur. Imposing bed rest or transitioning a highly active individual to a period of low activity will quickly lead to a change in function. Perfect examples are the reduced insulin sensitivity that occurs within hours after there is a transition to sedentary pursuits (15) , and a decrease in skeletal muscle myofibrillar protein synthesis rates following the first 5 hours of unloading (35). This matching of reduced substrate uptake with reduced energy demand is a physiological and not a pathological alteration. If the sedentary behavior continues over a prolonged period current evidence suggests it could transition to a pathological condition that leads to disease (8) , but the time course over which this occurs is unknown. Moreover, because chronic diseases can take years to develop it will be extremely difficult to mechanistically link a transition of reduced activity to actual chronic disease risk. This is further complicated by the fact that chronic diseases are polygenetic and are the result of interactions of various tissues. Given the large volume of biomedical research studying development of chronic diseases, a very small proportion has examined the physiological role of sedentary behavior as a cause of disease (24, 27 
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